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With atmospheric neutrinos we don´t know the direc6on of the beam.  





Proton vs muon 

~ 1400 MeV proton ~ 300 MeV muon 

Proton ID relies on : 
 smaller opening angle 
 “thinness” of the ring 
 different light density 

   First successful iden6fica6on and reconstruc6on of protons 
in a water Cherenkov detector. 

   NC Elas6c events : ν + p → ν + p  are sensi6ve to all 
neutrinos and sterile oscilla6ons. 



Proton 

Muon 

New light pa,ern engine includes hadronic interac4ons 

The single proton fiHer 



Hadronic Interac6ons 

How do you normalize 
the amount of light in a 
pattern for a proton that 
stops? 

1) No secondaries 
2) Below threshold secondaries 
3) Above threshold charged pions 
4) hadronic pizero production  

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

Protons traveling in the water produce secondary particles 

Protons stop early when 
they interact. 



Interac6ng protons: Examples  



This analysis was done with 
1489.2 days of SK-I   (~ 40% photocathode coverage) 
798.6   days of SK-II  (~ 20% photocathode coverage) 
= 141 kton*yr 

Searching for single protons 



Search for NC elas6c events 
   About 30 events with a single visible proton will be visible in the data 
   Proton PID + neural network to extract small signal out of backgrounds 

   χ² of Data to MC with protons = 9.3 for 6 bins → Probability = 15.7 %  
   χ² of Data to MC with no visible protons = 15.8 for 6 bins → Probability = 1.5 % 

   Observed up-down asymmetry = -0.1±0.19  
 Data favors proton observation Data compatible both with and w/o sterile osc 

Signal: 55% NCEl rest absorbed single pions / Sample is 85% NC (SKI) 



CCQE search 

There are two types of CCQE events in SK if the proton is above Cherenkov threshold : 
 - 2 rings are found by standard ring finder 
 - Identified as 1 ring but 2nd is found by new dedicated CCQE search algorithm 

CCQE Events (proton + lepton) 

   CCQE events (ν + p → p + l ) can be fully reconstructed 
because all kinema6cs are constrained. 

   CC events with a visible proton come only from neutrinos. 
Don´t need to know the  
direc/on of the beam!  



Search for CCQE events 
   Use 2 ring events (1 lepton, 1 proton) :  identify proton & get its momentum 

   Use 1 ring events (only lepton found but p visible) : reconstruct & identify proton 
This doubles the statistics. 

   Selection cuts  

   use proton likelihood information 

   Use specialized cut to remove pions. 

protons 

Pions 



Kinema6cally enhance CCQE 

CCQE (mass~0) non-CCQE 

How can we do it without  
knowing the beam direction?? 

With a beam: 
Try this AND direction! 



Reconstructed Neutrino Energy. 

e-like mu-like 

Neutrino energy 

Neutrino direction 



Neutrino kinema6c reconstruc6on 
   Proton + lepton – immobile neutron = incoming neutrino track 
   ~ 14% energy resolution for sample (8% for CCQE events) 
   Angular resolution: 12° on νµ tracks, 16° on νe tracks 

The CCQE sample is 70-80% sub-GeV.   
the neutrino is > 1 GeV but evis is < 1.3 GeV  
The sample has CC purity of 88% for e-like and 95% for mu-like events. 
The sample is 92% neutrino as opposed to anti-neutrino. 
The lepton doesn't point back to the neutrino direction but the neutrino does! 

Using proton ID restores zenith angle poin6ng to a low 
energy por6on of the data which had no observed  
zenith angle distor6on and adds events to the sample 
which were not previosly considered.  



Lepton vs neutrino zenith direc6on 

From Lepton 

To 

Neutrino 



L/E distribu6ons 

µ-like e-like 

   Kinematically reconstruct incoming neutrino direction & energy,  
and calculate L/E with the neutrino parameters 
   Do 2 flavor oscillation fit 
   Several remarks :  
   Soudan-2 did something similar with twice the stats, but this is the 1st time in a large water 

Cherenkov 

   NOT competitive with our other analyses. It is an extra confirmation of our analysis 
technique and the oscillation hypothesis using a precisely reconstructed sample 

   This sample is almost pure ν (as opposed to anti-ν) : ν fraction is 91.7±3% (syst) 
With larger detector, very good for CP odd effects (mass hierarchy, etc) 

Osc 

No osc 



Results of L/E fit 

No oscillation : Δχ² =12.95 → excluded at 3 σ

Usual best fit 

This analysis 



Project-X 

Calculated for large WC  
detectors with atmospheric and 
T2K/Project-X/ and beta beams. 

Come to nufact.  If my laptop 
is not run over by a bus I will  
tellyou about it. 

Also can apply technique 
to studies of future beams 
and large detectors 

Project-X 



Conclusions 
•  We sucessfully iden6fied and recontructed protons in the Super‐K 

experiment. 
•  We obtained a high purity NC sample. 

•  We also obtained a sample of fully kinema6cally reconstructed 
atmospheric neutrinos by selec6ng CCQE events from neutrino 
interac6ons. 

•  The CCQE frac6on of the sample is 55% and its neutrino frac6on is 92%. 

•  A clear zenith angle distor6on in the neutrino direc6on itself was seen. 

•  An L/E analysis confirmed our previous result and excluded the no‐
oscilla6on hypothesis at three sigma. 

•  This technique will be usefull in future large WC detectors and some of 
the ideas  might also be profitbly used in other detectors as well.  



Backup 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Fit to L/E distribu6ons 

   2 flavor oscillation hypothesis  

   Use Poisson likelihood ratio instead of chi2 

   Use only 5 bins in log(L/E) for each distribution  
following Shiozawa-san's comment  

   Fit e-like & mu-like together              



Systema6cs 
   Cannot use Fij(too many) → follow same procedure as 1998 oscillation paper 

   Each of the 6 terms εi is a combination of the relevant systematic sources: 
   “theoretical” effects (ie flux, cross-sections), 
   errors from CCQE selection: overall efficiency (#1),  

background selection efficiency (#5) 
bias in measured ν L/E from proton & lepton track reconstruction (#6) 

   List of the 6 systematic terms : 
   Absolute normalization  
   Neutrino spectral index (width=0.05) as in Nuosc98 
   Error on true L/E when calculating oscillation probas (prod height, true E) : 10% 

as in nuosc 98 [ flux, path length etc. effects ] 
   Error on e/mu ratio : uncertainty in flavor content AND PID ; set to 15% (conservative) 

because SK-I and SK-II are combined 
   Error on CCQE / non-CCQE ratio, uncertainty in background selection efficiency 

[as well as x-section effects]. Set to 10% (conservative). 
   Systematic bias in reconstructed L/E from neutrino track reconstruction errors  

( error in momentum & direction reconstruction of proton and lepton) 
Set to 10% from MC studies. 



Systema6cs at best fit 


